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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I am so pleased of the
service that they gave to me , it is one stop shopping. They sent me a message that truck was
pending sale and they sent me a message saying it was sold. Awesome experience, Richard
McKenzie was excellent to deal with. Can't say enough, I will be recommending Heartland and
Richard to anyone I can. Excellent price and even better service! Warranty package with vehicle
is not very good for us we are looking to not have to spend money on an extended warranty.
Salesman was very nice and attentive. Finance manager was pleasant but not willing to here
offers to lower price on vehicle. Returned my email promptly. Answered my specific questions.
Set up a time for a test drive the next day. Well greeted and served. The pickup was all I hoped it
would be, as advertised. Made the deal. All in less than 24 hours. I have no problem
recommending. David has great custom service. He went Far and Beyond to help me by my
Hummer. Definitely recommend kitty cat Motors. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Image Not Available. Request Information. Why Use CarGurus? In , what would have been the
next-generation DeVille was officially named DTS, by which time it was the last front-drive car in
Cadillac's lineup. It shared its "G" platform with the Buick Lucerne , though the DTS was longer
and wider and featured more backseat space and trunk cargo capacity. In the model lineup was
shuffled yet again, to Standard, Luxury, Premium, Performance and Platinum. Cadillac produced
an extended-length DTS-L for and , which had an 8-inch stretch. The DTS was also popular as a
hearse and limousine, with Cadillac offering a coachbuilder chassis for easier conversion.
Production of the DTS ceased in It was replaced by the Cadillac XTS. It used an infrared camera
mounted in the grille and projected an image of the road ahead into the lower portion of the
windshield. At the time, Cadillac said this design provided privacy for VIP passengers. In they
introduced a version with a longer door and a more conventional-looking C-pillar. Bush during
his second term. Though it was styled to resemble the DTS, the Presidential limousine was
actually based on a four-wheel-drive Escalade platform. The DTS has yet to attract attention as a
collector vehicle, and probably won't do so any time soon. For those looking for a comfortable,
old-school Cadillac, the DTS is easy to find and very reasonably priced. Performance models,
which feature GM's magnificent Magnetic Ride Control suspension, will probably be the most
desirable models for enthusiasts. As the DTS was popular with older drivers, there are plenty of
good low-mileage examples to be found. Look for cars in Florida and Arizona, rust-free states
popular with retirees. Bear in mind that the Northstar engines are prone to electrical issues that
can be difficult and expensive to fix. If you're looking for old-school luxuryâ€”tons of space, a
pillow-soft ride, and V-8 powerâ€”the DTS is a great find, especially as you can buy them dirt
cheap. They are not the most reliable cars, and some of the engine electricals can be finicky and
expensive to fix. As always, be sure to get a pre-purchase inspection by a qualified mechanic.
Cadillac stopped making the DTS in It was replaced in calendar year by the Cadillac XTS. Close
Ad. Aaron Gold Writer Manufacturer Photographer. Early speculation about the next front-drive
Caddy. GM ends Northstar production. Engine that starred in the DTS makes its final bow. Share
on Facebook Share on Twitter. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By Rating. Overall
5. This was my first Cadillac. It is dark blue with light gray interior. The seats are leather and
comfortable. I love the style of the car from the out side. It is so elegant. The inside is
comfortable with lots of room. The front seats are adjustable from a knob on the sides of the
seat. The back seat can seat three people comfortable. The front dashboard is lovely. It drives
nice and smooth. It was easy driving it. I thought it would be to big for me, but I can handle it.
Under the hood was very clean. The motor was in great condition. No major problems so far.
When my mother first got in it, it was at night. As we were riding she looked at the dashboard
and saw all the lights. She said this looks like and airplane and ride like an airplane. I love the
look of the car, inside and outside. I love the colors, inside and outside. It is a comfortable ride.
It has a large trunk. The car heats and cool quickly. Overall 4. I have always had used vehicles; I
have never had a brand new car. It is basically a Deville with all the options. I financed it through
the dealership, so I didn't have to get a loan from the bank. The car I have does had quite a few
miles on it , It only had one owner before me, and it seems like he took pretty good care of this
car. It looks really nice with leather interior and pearl white paint. It has a good entertainment
system, and I love music. The louder, the better. The clearer, all the more perfect. I'm a music

junkie, and this car's factory system is a BOSE! It has a six-disc CD changer in the glove box
and one more on the dash. It al It also has a tape player. This car runs relatively well for over ,
miles. My favorite features include the CD player, tape player, and beautiful leather seats. It has
good tires and a wide wheel base. I'm not afraid of it tipping over. It does well in the ice and
snow. It has traction control. It has power everything. It's pretty cool. It even has a front-view
camera although mine's broken that can show you what's coming up in the road, even at night.
It has a regular speedometer and a digital one. So you can keep track of how fast you're really
going. It is over ten years old. It has a lot of miles. There is something that keeps popping up
that says "low oil pressure. It does take a lot of gas - it is not necessarily an eco- friendly car. It
gets maybe 13 mpg in town and not much more out on the highway. Parts for this car are
expensive just because they say "Cadillac. The fuse box is under the backseat and so is the
battery. So when you jump it, it's kind of bizarre. The styling and appearance of my car is
beautiful. This is affordable luxury. Dark blue shiny exterior body. Gold trim, and Cadillac
detailing. The Cadillac hood ornaments and a custom gold grill. The Dark blue fabric top is also
gorgeous covering a sun roof. This is a large bodied car, approx. Easy to handle and steer. Dual
exhaust tail pipes on both sides in the rear. Makes it feel sporty as well. A sedan with spacious
leg room inside. A nay blue rich leather interior, with soft leather. Seat with full electronics for
every comfort, including heated. The sound system an speakers are perfect for a music lover
and well positioned not to over power you. This is the Car review I love Cadillac this is about the
11th one I have bought. This is the fastest defrost I ever had in a car. When this car lights up at
night within and without it feels plush. I am now at , miles on this car and it still runs
wonderfully well, does not need servicing and gets plenty heads turned. For the car it is, we find
it is not bad on gas mileage for commuting an hour to work daily. We finally got to sit in our
back seat and look out the sun roof at the sky, my husband and I. There is wonderful rear
heating and rear air conditioning and even heated seats for each driver. We were on a Marriage
getaway.. And I am glad you said nothing to personal This car is show room beautiful and can
be traded any tie for a good price. The location of the battery made it a bit hard for me to find for
a while under the back seat. Denise , North Carolina Overall. Car inherited from step-father in
Dec with less than miles on it. Treated like a baby with every checkup done by local dealership
and never driven but locally in Phoenix. Garage housed the entire time before inheritance. Wife
drove car less than miles per year until she recently passed. All work done by dealership and
never had a problem except a dead battery replacement. I got out of the car and noticed oil
draining all over the garage floor. Vehicle towed to a local mechanic shop where they have
pulled the engine for replacement. Spoke to him today and told me that in addition to the hole
they initially found when the vehicle arrived at the shop, there is a silver-dollar sized hole in the
top of the engine. He suspected a thrown rod before finding the second significant sized hole.
He now thinks that the engine may have thrown a rod and piston. Pretty piss poor for an engine
that has been babied for 14 years and only has 15, total miles on it. Where can I join a lawsuit on
this. I mean, I layed down some greenbacks for my sled thinking I was LL cool J or someone
like that u kno! Anywaz this gas drinkin, engin oil stinkin should of got a fo door Lincoln, butt
waste thinkin, pile of Fat black hoe piece of chit motor blew up. Slung a piston right thru one my
13" daytons! Now woo woo fock all tat chit. But fo reelz, this one piece of chit make me look like
a bitch car.. I was told by several mechanics that the norstar engines SUCK and that there is an
open lawsuit and that nothing is being done about it. I am not sure wht avenue to take at this
point but I am really pissed my car has been sitting with a blown engine while i have a wopping
First I had an oil leak at around 50, miles but i don't have ext warranty. This sounds pretty lame.
I have a Cadillac DTS and it has 96, miles. One owner, and I always took it in every 15, for a
tune-up and changed the oil every 3k. A few days ago, the engine starting making a terrible
noise and quit on me. Today, the caddy dealership called me saying the engine needs replaced
Are you kidding me? Does anyone have any recommendations? If you have a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this DeVille problem yet.
Be the first! Find a good Cadillac mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter
your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Not what you are
looking for? Search for something else:. The DTS model's 4. A higher axle ratio typically leads
to better acceleration. The DTS used a touring suspension that provided both sports handling
and high comfort. It also used adaptive suspension that stiffens and smooths out the ride based
on the car's speed and the driving terrain. The DHS accelerated from 0 to 60 mph in 7. The DHS
handled up to. It completed a quarter-mile track in The touring suspension allowed it to handle
up to. One difference is that the DHS came with an auto-dimming left side-view mirror as
standard equipment, whereas in the DTS that was an option. The other difference was in the
vehicles' curb weights. The DHS weighed 4, lbs. The DTS had two bucket seats in the front,

limiting the total interior seating to five people, while the DHS had a split bench seat that
brought the total seating capacity to six people. The DHS will automatically save the driver's
and passenger's seat adjustments. This is an option on the DTS. Justin Cupler is a professional
writer who has been published on several websites including CarsDirect and Autos. Cupler has
worked in the professional automotive repair field as a technician and a manager since He has a
certificate in broadcast journalism from the Connecticut School of Broadcasting. Cupler is
currently studying mechanical engineering at Saint Petersburg College. Writer Bio Justin Cupler
is a professional writer who has been published on several websites including CarsDirect and
Autos. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a
problem loading this m
toyota pickup factory service manual pdf
astra h manual
2004 vw jetta radio wiring diagram
enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

